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QUESTION 1

Your company has multiple on-premises systems that serve as sources for reporting. The data has not been maintained
well and has become degraded over time. You want to use Google-recommended practices to detect anomalies in your
company data. What should you do? 

A. Upload your files into Cloud Storage. Use Cloud Datalab to explore and clean your data. 

B. Upload your files into Cloud Storage. Use Cloud Dataprep to explore and clean your data. 

C. Connect Cloud Datalab to your on-premises systems. Use Cloud Datalab to explore and clean your data. 

D. Connect Cloud Dataprep to your on-premises systems. Use Cloud Dataprep to explore and clean your data. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://cloud.google.com/dataprep/ 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an App Engine application that needs to be updated. You want to test the update with production traffic before
replacing the current application version. What should you do? 

A. Deploy the update using the Instance Group Updater to create a partial rollout, which allows for canary testing. 

B. Deploy the update as a new version in the App Engine application, and split traffic between the new and current
versions. 

C. Deploy the update in a new VPC, and use Google\\'s global HTTP load balancing to split traffic between the update
and current applications. 

D. Deploy the update as a new App Engine application, and use Google\\'s global HTTP load balancing to split traffic
between the new and current applications. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://cloud.google.com/appengine/docs/standard/python/splitting-traffic 

 

QUESTION 3

You are migrating third-party applications from optimized on-premises virtual machines to Google Cloud. You are
unsure about the optimum CPU and memory options. The applications have a consistent usage pattern across multiple
weeks. You want to optimize resource usage for the lowest cost. What should you do? 

A. Create an instance template with the smallest available machine type, and use an image of the third-party application
taken from a current on-premises virtual machine. Create a managed instance group that uses average CPU utilization
to autoscale the number of instances in the group. Modify the average CPU utilization threshold to optimize the number
of instances running. 

B. Create an App Engine flexible environment, and deploy the third-party application using a Dockerfile and a custom
runtime. Set CPU and memory options similar to your application\\'s current on-premises virtual machine in the
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app.yaml file. 

C. Create multiple Compute Engine instances with varying CPU and memory options. Install the Cloud Monitoring
agent, and deploy the third-party application on each of them. Run a load test with high traffic levels on the application,
and use the results to determine the optimal settings. 

D. Create a Compute Engine instance with CPU and memory options similar to your application\\'s current on-premises
virtual machine. Install the Cloud Monitoring agent, and deploy the third-party application. Run a load test with normal
traffic levels on the application, and follow the Rightsizing Recommendations in the Cloud Console. 

Correct Answer: D 

Create a Compute engine instance with CPU and Memory options similar to your application\\'s current on-premises
virtual machine. Install the cloud monitoring agent, and deploy the third party application. Run a load with normal traffic
levels on third party application and follow the Rightsizing Recommendations in the Cloud Console https://cloud.google.
com/migrate/compute-engine/docs/4.9/concepts/planning-a-migration/cloud-instance-rightsizing?hl=en 

 

QUESTION 4

Your web application has several VM instances running within a VPC. You want to restrict communications between
instances to only the paths and ports you authorize, but you don\\'t want to rely on static IP addresses or subnets
because the app can autoscale. How should you restrict communications? 

A. Use separate VPCs to restrict traffic 

B. Use firewall rules based on network tags attached to the compute instances 

C. Use Cloud DNS and only allow connections from authorized hostnames 

D. Use service accounts and configure the web application particular service accounts to have access 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You are analyzing and defining business processes to support your startup\\'s trial usage of GCP, and you don\\'t yet
know what consumer demand for your product will be. Your manager requires you to minimize GCP service costs and
adhere to Google best practices. What should you do? 

A. Utilize free tier and sustained use discounts. Provision a staff position for service cost management. 

B. Utilize free tier and sustained use discounts. Provide training to the team about service cost management. 

C. Utilize free tier and committed use discounts. Provision a staff position for service cost management. 

D. Utilize free tier and committed use discounts. Provide training to the team about service cost management. 

Correct Answer: B 
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